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How to Avoid Analysis Paralysis

Decision Trees Can Help You Make Decisions
Decision trees are tools used by people to help them make confident

decisions. It helps them layout several alternatives in a tree-like format. They

can see most, if not all, the decisions available and can even set a rating on

each choice.

The concept of a decision tree is an extension of a mind map. A mind map

lets you create ideas and connections to those ideas. The decision tree is

much like this concept except for a decision tree there is a score added to

the branches of the tree. These scores often represent probabilities. If you

have three choices, you may assign two branches with 40% probabilities, and

the third branch would receive a 20% probability. The total of the branches

should add up to 100%. However, it is your decision tree, so you are free to use

whatever allocations you like if any. If your system makes sense to you, then it

is correct.

Some project managers use decision trees to determine the costs of

projects. When they assign probabilities to branches, they’ll multiply the total

budget by that probability. For instance, if a branch has a probability of 35%

and the total budget is $100,000, the branch will be estimated to cost $35,000

(35% x 100,000).
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Decision trees don’t have to be this intricate to be useful. You can use them

to list out the alternatives for a decision and end your efforts there. You can

also choose to update the percentage of completion for the path that you

select. Again, there are no right answers when using a decision tree for your

purposes.

When others rely on your decision tree, and you are formally calling it a

decision tree, you may need to follow the protocol of assigning probabilities

and figuring out the percentage cost. However, if the group agrees to other

conventions, then again, that is the right answer for the group. A decision tree

is simply a way to convey information to yourself or a team, etc.

Decision trees will have a certain amount of subjectivity associated with

them. In most cases, coming up with probabilities is quite subjective. It’s only

through experience that you’ll be able to refine the probabilities. If the project

you are working on is a one-time deal, you won’t get the benefit of refining

those probabilities and will have to start over with a new set of subjective

probabilities on the next project. However, some branches may carry over to

the new project, and you’ll have a better feel for what to assign to those.
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When faced with decisions, you want to have the best information possible.

Some people spend too much time trying to find as much information as

they can, and they miss opportunities because of it. Information is a key

component in decision making. However, sometimes, you simply have to

decide and live with the decision without any information.

You don’t want others to view you as someone who makes rash decisions.

You’ll lose credibility when you do this and people won’t take you seriously.

However, you must prepare yourself for certain times where being decisive is

necessary. For instance, you may be registering for classes at your college

and discover that a few of the courses you were hoping to take are full. You

are given other choices but are unsure of how that will fit into your overall

plan. Do you enroll in those alternative classes?

You may decide to go for the classes. If they are part of your curriculum, you

can always rework your plan so that they fit in. Talk to your academic advisor

and ask how to proceed after taking this new path. Of course, you could

always drop the classes if they don’t fit well.

The point is if a decision doesn't work out the wrong results can usually be

fixed. Don’t be afraid to take the plunge. The shoe company Nike has a

slogan that has worked for them for several decades now. That slogan is 'Just

Do It!'

Are Spontaneous Decisions Always Bad?
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A structured living doesn't fit well with some people. They need the

excitement that comes with making spontaneous decisions. Who is to say

that their way is wrong? It may not work for others, but for them, it works quite

well. You may know people who are like this and are envious of them.

That isn’t the same scenario as people who don’t do much with their lives.

Spontaneous decision makers are often doing many activities. You can

decide to do nothing, but you won’t get very far. Unless you are lucky enough

to come from money and your parents are willing to give you that money,

you will need to find something to do.

Most people will find a balance of decisions they make based on

information and spontaneous decisions. The process of decision making

becomes easier the more you do it. Therefore, when you need to make

spontaneous decisions, it will not be as difficult after a while.
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Computers give you the ability to divide your data in a way that makes sense

for you or your company. But, some people will spend hours deriving report

after report, and none of them will get them any further in coming to a

decision. They believe they need to see ten years of data instead of five.

They need to see the impact of sales on each region, even though they are

responsible only for one or two.

Data is an important component in the decision-making process. It can let

you know who are your customers, how much they have bought, and it can

even tell you who your customers aren’t. Information is also important to

make confident decisions. Without the information, you could be shooting in

the dark, and that is as bad as having too much information. Probably worse.

To help you overcome the situation of analysis paralysis or paralysis by

analysis as many will refer to it, speak to your boss or the people who are

going to be impacted by the data and your decisions. Ask them what they

need from the data, and structure the reports around that information. Don’t

include any other data in the report. If you can’t defend the position based

on the data they asked for, it doesn’t belong in the report.

Data bombards you. We have more data than we ever did due to the

internet and storage technologies such as the cloud. It’s great to slice the

data every which way you can think of and create nice-looking reports that

impress your managers. However, when it comes to decision making, you

have to get to the point of making the decision. You’ll need to stop your data

gathering and analysis and use what you have to decide.
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Don’t be a hero when it comes to analysis. You may be tempted to show a

different level of data to that required as it may show better insight. But, if it

isn’t within the scope of your decision, save it for future analysis. It is okay to let

managers know that further analysis is possible. They may even extend the

deadline and the scope of the project due to this extra information. What’s

more likely to happen, however, is they will increase the scope while keeping

the deadline the same. In essence, you have just given yourself more work to

do by letting them know about this extra data.




